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Delivered by Helen Laird, District Commissioner
Beavers in Blaydon District supported District activities along with other sections throughout
2017: Indoor climbing day, District swim, St Georges Day Parade, Family Camp and
Pantomime.
Beavers have also had their own events to enjoy: LEGO day hosted by Winlaton, Beaver &
Cub Winter walk at Gibside (over 120 people attended and 10 dogs!), District Beaver
Sleepover at Gibside Stable Block, County Beaver Picnic, Woodland Adventures in Chopwell
Woods.
Each Beaver Colony has also added in their own mix of adventures, including Grass sledging,
night walks, woodland sculpture trails, cooking outdoors, building dens, sleepovers,
supermarket visits and much more.
Current numbers
Within the District we currently have 80 Beaver Scouts and 21 are female. Our numbers
have remained steady over the last few years. We have more girls in Beavers than ever
before!
Our Beaver Colonies within the District continue to have a large amount of young people
achieving their Bronze Awards and taking part in the County Awards ceremony held in
Peterlee during September 2017.
4 out of 5 groups have a waiting list of young people eager to join in the fun. We currently
are looking to extend Beaver provision within the District in a number of locations.
Section Assistants & Beaver Scout Leaders.
We welcomed 3 new section assistants to the District team: Blaydon – Laura, Chopwell –
Rosie, Winlaton – Chris.
All have been involved with their groups since early summer 2017 and two got involved via
the “Do-It” website.
Due to leaders work changes, Blaydon Beavers changed their meeting night in April and
were struggling for help. Aisha Haq who was a section assistant at Ryton stepped in and is
now a BSL at Blaydon along with Stef and Peter.
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Winlaton changed their meeting night to Monday. We now have Beaver Scouts running on 4
nights around the District
2017 saw another #YouShape event; a dedicated meeting of sections to find out what they
think about the District, our events and what they would like to see happen in the future
here in Blaydon District. This was organised by our Youth Commissioner – Jamie Ion.
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Delivered by Jamie Ion, Youth Commissioner (2015 – 2017)
Following on from an adventurous 2016 celebrating 100 years of Cub Scouting, Cubs in
Blaydon District took part in several fantastic activities to continue the excitement. It’s with
the support and dedication of our Cub leaders across the district that we can make these
events happen.
Throughout the year, cubs took part in and attended several events including:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

District Climbing Day in January
Joint Beaver & Cub Winter Walk in February
Climb when ready in March
District swim in March
St George’s Day in April
County Pete Swinney in May
Beamish Flag Weekend in May
FW Dunn Photography Competition
Cub Adventure Day @ Moor House in July
Family Camp in July
District Cub Camp in September
Pantomime @ Tyne Theatre in December

The success of Cub Scouting in Blaydon District is shown not simply by census, but by seeing
how much our members our enjoying their programmes and their success achieving badges
and top awards.
In September, it was great to see so many Cubs from across the district at Durham Awards
2017 being presented and celebrated for their success.
Numbers are holding steady across the district, with Beavers feeding up to Cubs quite nicely.
We don’t have high waiting lists in Cubs, however, if current development plans continue, in
a few years’ time we will need to look at our growth options to accommodate more Cubs.
Looking briefly ahead to 2018, We’ve had a good start to the year with plenty of events
planned. In particular, July of this year will see the launch of our new District Cub
Competition ‘The Paisley Challenge’ in memory of Phil Paisley, who sadly passed away in
2015.
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Delivered by Howard Gilfillan, Assistant District Commissioner
(Scouts)
The Scout Section consists of 5 troops
Blaydon
Chopwell
Crawcrook
Ryton
Winlaton
All of whom are led by dedicated and caring leaders. It is my continued pleasure to work alongside
such a selfless group of people.
After reaching a peak of 102 Scouts in 2016 a 36% rise on the figure five years previous it is
concerning to report a significant downturn in numbers for 2017. Scout section numbers in 2017
stood at 79 Scouts (48 Male- 61% and 31 Female -39%) a fall of 22% on the previous year. Whereas
the quality of the programmes being delivered within the individual troops continues to be high, it is
evident that the key factors of recruitment and retention require our consideration at this time.
Movement upwards into the Explorer section is both very pleasing and significant. Explorer numbers
rose from 37 in 2016 to 56 in 2017 rise of 51% on the previous year.
The District Scout competitions remain ever popular events and support the work carried out on a
weekly basis in the provision of exciting and enjoyable programmes for young people within the
movement.

First Aid Competition – 30th April 2017
Two teams took part (Ryton and Winlaton). Compared to previous years the number of entries was
disappointing, although this was due in part to the weekend being a Bank Holiday. Over the last 10
years we have had as many as 6 teams competing at the event, with the average number of teams
competing being 4 prior to this year. A more acceptable date has been chosen for the 2018 event to
negate such a low entry.
Winlaton
Ryton
Max Poss

173
184
240

2nd
1st

Seven elements of First-Aid as well as three rescue skills were assessed as Scouts visited 5
checkpoints around a 3km course across the fells to the south of Blanchland with refreshments
provided at the finish point. My thanks to all who helped stage the event.

Kirby Shield Camping Competition- 17th /18th June 2017
Our oldest district competition, the Kirby Shield has gone from strength to strength since it was taken
over by members of the Network section in 2016, the 2017 competition was a huge success thanks to
our district Network members.
This year’s event was also blessed with good weather and as a consequence it produced a very good
competition between the six teams present. Significantly all 5 troops were represented.
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Great credit must go to David Below and his Network colleagues for delivering such a great
experience for the Scouts and providing extensive feedback to Troops through a very comprehensive
summative report
The teams were assessed on the following ;Initial Inspection - Uniform/Smartness/ Equipment Inspection
Leadership/Teamwork/Timing
Setting up site – layout/tents/kitchen/food storage/menu/camp gadgets
Striking Camp – site inspection/equipment packing
Evening meal/Breakfast and Lunch
Preparation/cooking
Timing/efficiency
Presentation/quality
Scouts Own – Contribution
Noise levels
Plus a variety of Scouting skills

Kirby Shield Results
Troop
Max
Ryton
Points Badger
Final
Score
Position

250

Well done to everyone who
took part
Well done and thank you to
all those people who made
this possible.

Winlaton
Pig

Crawcrook
Cat

Blaydon
Gorilla

Ryton
Dog

Chopwell
Tiger

187

182

156

177

186

170

1st

3rd

6th

4th

2nd

5th

Thunderbird – September 30th/1st October 2017 – the 54th
Thunderbird
The event was held in and around Blanchland village, on Buckhott Fell and Edmundbyres Common,
terminating at Pow Hill Country Park. As in the previous year it was successful in many respects and
even more so as the weather conditions were once again favourable, The event was fantastically well
supported In total 36 Scouts plus 25 Leaders/Network/Helpers and 14 Explorer Scouts/Young
Leaders attended the weekend. All were to be applauded for their efforts/endurance and spirit which
contributed greatly to the overall success of the competition. There were 24 checkpoints, 29
separate written orders and 54 scoring incidents. Seven teams took part in the competition,
representing four troops.
For the eleventh year running the Community Hall was booked for the weekend, which again proved
to be a very useful facility.
Thunderbird Results

745
Maximum
Possible

Aylesbury Bali

Blue
Swedish

Indian
Runner

Muscovy

Pekin

Saxony

514

400

525

594

602

450

464

4th

7th

3rd

2nd

1st

6th

5th

CRAWCROOK

CRAWCROOK

RYTON

RYTON

BLAYDON

WINLATON

WINLATON

Joe Stobbart Trophy – Ryan Laybourne (Blaydon) The Crazy Bird – Bali (Crawcrook)

The event was well managed by all those involved and hopefully enjoyable for all the participants.
My special thanks to all who helped and gave up their time to make the 2017 event such a success.
As usual with an event of this scale a number of issues were raised which will require further
attention prior to the 2018 competition.
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County/National
Troops have also been kept up to date with County/National matters as appropriate mostly via e-mail
and District Meetings plus regular updates from County Programme Support Meetings. My thanks to
the County team for keeping the District fully informed and supported throughout the year
The Scout Section is open and ready to respond to all new proposed initiatives placing young
people’s views at the centre of our planning and provision. To this end meetings are regularly held to
make our District events more appropriate, appealing and inclusive.
Finally my thanks to my wife Claire for all her help and support, and to all those people who have
helped me to stage events throughout the year, Parents, Helpers, District Officers, the Scout Section
Leaders and particularly Helen Laird in her third year as DC. I look forward to an equally positive
2017/2018 with many changes anticipated and in operation.
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Delivered by Colin Hurst, District Explorer Scout Commissioner
The District Explorer Scout Unit continues to exceed all expectations in terms of it’s
number of members. In the past twelve months we have increased membership from
around thirty six young people to our current unit of fifty six Explorers.
Last year I reported that a good proportion of our recruitment in 2016 / 2017 came from
young people “walking in off the street” without any previous Scouting experience. This
trend appears to have dwindled somewhat in the last year, with the majority of our new
starters coming up from the five troops in the District. I consider this to be a positive
aspect of Scouting in Blaydon District; the support and promotion which the Scout
Troops are giving the Unit in terms of “forwarding on” Scouts is to be commended. In
addition to this, our retention rates of new recruits is almost one hundred percent, an
indication that with our programme we must be “getting it right”
If the Unit continues to expand at its current rate, as a District we will need to give some
real thought to the implementation of an amoebic policy whereby we divide the current
unit into two separate entities. There are of course a great many issues to consider and
discuss before we embark on such an enterprise, notwithstanding the recruitment of new
leaders to support the two new units. It is the case that perhaps we are victims of our
own success!
On the subject of leaders, I would like to take the opportunity to acknowledge the efforts
of the Leaders of the Phoenix Explorer Scout Unit who devote much of their own time to
provide an exciting and varied programme for our Explorers. Mine (and the Districts)
thanks are extended to: Simon Babb, Alex Haley, Sarah Stokes, Malcolm Stead, Brandon
Fiddes, Ben Hurst and Dan Minto, who in various capacities have contributed to the
smooth running of the Unit this year. Special thanks go to Ruth Stokes who is standing
down from her role in Explorers to concentrate on Beavers and other responsibilities
within the County. I would like to thank her for her hard work and efforts during her
years of involvement in the Phoenix Explorer Scout Unit and wish her well in her future
Scouting endeavours.
Our success in our numbers, is paralleled in our success in our activities. This year
members of the Unit have won two County competitions: the Monopoly Run and
Midnight Madness. Being triumphant in these two competitions is a mark of our
Explorers abilities and efforts, which not only reflects the training which they receive in
the Unit, but also commends the foundations which were laid down during their time
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with their previous Scout Groups through Beavers, Cubs and Scouts. Winning these
prestigious events is an acknowledgment of the efforts of all members of the Scouting
family in Blaydon District, in training our young people to the highest of standards.
As always, our programme has been a full and exciting one. As leaders we have focussed
on preparing our Explorers for their future lives and careers. We encourage them at all
levels both individually and in teams or syndicates, to take on more responsibility and
develop ideas and activities for themselves, be it running a weekly meeting, to planning
a Duke of Edinburgh Award expedition or taking a more active role in the annual Scout
hiking competition, Thunderbird. Last October, members of the Unit undertook the
catering for all of the leaders attending the weekend and in addition prepared and
served Sunday breakfast for all attendees at the competition including the participating
Scouts. We take the view that our Explorers of today are our Leaders of tomorrow and as
such it is vital that we continue to develop their leadership skills and abilities. This is
reflected in the two fold increase in the Districts Young Leader programme this past year.
As a leadership team we are continually reviewing, revising and improving our activities
and programme. As part of this process of review, the Unit has recently moved it’s base
from Winlaton Scout Hut to Blaydon Scout Hut. Whilst there was nothing wrong with the
headquarters “up the hill” it was felt that being in it’s own private grounds 1st Blaydons
facility will afford greater opportunities to develop and pursue more outdoor activities, in
particular those with a more traditional Scouting basis which the leadership team, with
the general consensus of the Explorers, are keen to return to. Fire lighting, back woods
cooking including bar-b-que rabbbit and fish in newspaper, knives saws and axe work,
knots, lashing, gadgets and camping skills have been and will be very much on the
agenda for the Phoenix Explorer Scout Unit who keenly embrace the traditions set down
by our founder Robert Baden-Powell alongside the more modern aspects of Scouting.
The badges and awards which have been attained by the Phoenix Explorer Scout Unit in
the past twelve months are too numerous to mention. Badge work at any level is an
integral part of Scouting for all children and young people and our Explorers respond to
the award of a badge as enthusiastically as any Beaver or Cub! The programme of the
Unit both individually and as a team is centred around the training, development and
knowledge that is necessary to meet the standards which must be achieved to attain any
badge to be awarded. We will continue to keep badgework at the core of our
programmes.
Whilst the Duke of Edinburgh’s Award scheme still remains popular within the Unit, with
three bronze, five silver and one gold having been achieved in the past year, we are now
placing as much emphasis on the attainment of the higher Scouting awards which often
can run along side the Dukes scheme and can carry as much recognition with
Universities and employers as it does. Two Explorer belts have been awarded to
members of the Unit this year as well as a number of Chief Scouts Platinum Awards.
Some of our senior Explorers are now working towards the highest badge in the
movement, the Queens Scout Award.
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The highlight of the coming year will of course be the District expedition to Switzerland
in the summer, of which the Unit makes up the majority of the participants. For many of
our Explorers, the trip will be a once in Scouting lifetime experience which we are
confident they will thoroughly enjoy and return home so much better for the unique
experience. Hopefully for many it will wet their appetite to continue their scouting
careers beyond Explorers and onto becoming the adult Leaders of the future. This of
course will enable some of us to retire gracefully and ensure a safe and secure future for
Scouting in Blaydon District.
Colin Hurst
District Explorer Scout Leader (DESC)
Blaydon District
March 2018
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Delivered by David Below, District Scout Network Commissioner
When I sat down to write this report I initially thought Network had had a quiet year, however as
you will probably agree by the end of this, it just goes to show how busy we usually are if we can fit
in everything we actually did and sill consider that a quiet year!

For starters we had a number of members complete some training courses including a few who did
first aid. Alex and Sarah were both awarded nights away permits with Andrew Elder working towards
his. Andrew also completed his DofE assessors training and Alex and Jamie were successful in
securing hill walking permits. Finally Alex topped the bunch by travelling down to Buckingham Palace
to collect her DofE Gold award so special congratulations to her, but a big well done to all who
attended any training or qualification courses.

We began the year in January with an adventurous trip to Hadrian’s Wall to stay overnight in a bothy
there. It was early January and there was snow on the ground with more forecast but we braved the
elements and went anyway, assuming we would have the place to ourselves given the weather. As it
turns out we were very wrong! We got there to find a group of four very sociable people already
there who were probably only that sociable given that they had been there since lunch time
quenching their thirst. It was a highly eventful and completely unforgettable experience that made
us a lot more resilient as a group and left us with a lot of stories to tell.

The next notable event came in March for Pancake Night, with a group using Blaydon’s hut (thank
you to Blaydon for this) to socialise and make some pancakes. I cannot vouch for the quality of the
food produced however surely the large amount of mess can only mean they were good. Either way
an enjoyable evening was had by all.

April was a busy month which saw Network’s second trip to Glasgow indoor ski slope. After our trip
last year we decided we were all expert enough to warrant another trip so a number of members
headed up for a day’s skiing. As far as I know there were fewer falls than the previous visit however I
still can’t decide if that made the trip better or worse! Also in April was a trip organised by Jamie to
Flamingo Land. People say amusement parks are aimed at younger children however we beg to
differ. Finally in April we also had a meeting in the Tudor Rose in Dunston to discuss the rest of the
year’s events.
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In May we had a number of representatives attend Moor House’s District Skills Day which saw a
number of us develop our skills and in some cases learn new ones which was very refreshing to see
that our Network are still committed to giving up their time to learn new things to improve the
experiences they can offer our young people.

In June a few members decided to enjoy the hot weather and celebrate by spending the day in
Newcastle staying well hydrated. From what I’ve been told it was a very fun day however
mysteriously a lot of them were suffering from some sort of illness the next morning… I can only
presume they all ate at the same restaurant and had come down with food poisoning, but I could be
wrong.

In July it was the first year that Network had been ‘officially’ represented at the Corbridge Beer
Festival. I assume that the restaurant where they had eaten in Newcastle in June had also had a food
stall here because the following morning they were all suffering from the same mystery illness again.
However they did not have long to recover as once again Network were given the job of running
Kirby Shield, the Scout’s summer camping competition, and once again they rose to the occasion. A
lot of effort went in to planning activities for the Scouts and everyone there seemed to have a great
time which was lovely to see.

Over the summer holidays we had more adventures in to the great outdoors, with an overnight bivi
night in Chopwell woods and a trip to the Lake District. Arguably the trek up Skiddaw was slightly
more challenging than the hike through Chopwell Woods car park but both were equally fun.

As has been the case for the past few years, Network once again provided a number of members to
help at Thunderbird which is always a favourite of the Scouts and a good opportunity for our Scouts,
Explorers, Network and Leaders to all work together to have a very enjoyable weekend.

As we neared the end of the year, a small number of us attended the bonfire and fireworks at Ryton
Rugby Club. Dan kindly assured us he had arranged VIP viewing on the Rugby Pitch field as opposed
to joining the masses on Barmoor field, however as it turned out the only difference was that we
had to stay behind a big fence and occasionally get covered in sparks and smoke as we struggled to
peer through the trees at the Bonfire.

The year ended on a positive with a group of us having a Christmas get together in Winlaton which
was made particularly nice by the attendance of a few of our members who have been away at
university but were back for the festive period. As we have lost a few highly valuable and proactive
members due to old age it will be a challenge and a good opportunity for our younger members to
step up and take more of a lead on their programme and I look forward to reporting on another
successful year in 2018.
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19 JUNE 2017
AT RYTON RFC
MINUTES
1) Chairman’s Welcome
Graham Elder opened the meeting at 7.30 pm and passed on apologies, particularly from
David Stokes, Peter Jensen, David Below, Sarah Stokes, Ruth Stokes, David Mitchell, Andrew
Elder, Vicki Roddam.
2) Beaver Scout Report
Delivered by Helen Laird, DC, in line with the attached report.
3) Cub Scout Report
Delivered by Helen Laird, DC, in line with the attached report followed by Cubs 100 Video.
4) Scout Report
Delivered by Howard Gilfillan (ADC (Scouts)) in line with the attached report.
5) Explorer Scout Report
Delivered by Colin Hurst, DESC, in line with the attached report.
6) Young Leaders Report
Summarised by Jack Harrison, ACSL Ryton, in the absence of Sarah Stokes, in line with the
attached report.
7) Scout Network Report
Summarised by Jamie Ion (District Youth Commissioner) in the absence of David Below, in
line with the attached report.
8) Official Business
a) Previous Minutes
i)

Approved

ii) No matters arising
b) Treasurer’s Report and Accounts
Read through and approved.
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c) Election of Officers
Confirmed and approved as follows:
Graham Elder, District Chair
Sharon Carr, District Secretary
Val Pauw, District Treasurer
Elected Members - (maximum of 6 as per resolution passed):Kit Carson, GSL Blaydon
Brian Stubbs, GSL Chopwell
Peter Jensen, GSL Crawcrook
Richard Connor, GSL Ryton
Simon Babb, GSL Winlaton
Nathan Lynn, AGSL Winlaton
Youth members (under 25)
Jack Harrison
Sophie Scotland
Other formal issues were:Re-election of Sarah Stokes and Election of Jack Harrison and Sophie Scotland as our
District representatives to the County Scout Council.
A reminder that, by virtue of their role, the following people are automatically County
representatives : Helen Laird, Val Pauw, Jamie Ion, Graham Elder, Sharon Carr.
9) District Report
Delivered by Helen Laird, DC, in line with the attached report and presentation of wood
badges to Duncan Graham, Nathan Lynn and Kit Carson. A reminder regarding the
international trip to Switzerland next year. Followed by a video of the Beamish Weekend.
10) County Remarks
Stephen Ramsay (ACC Activities) spoke a few words, in line with the attached notes and also
reiterated apologies for David Stokes.
11) Award recognition and presentations
The names of peoples receiving awards were presented on the screen.
12) Closing Remarks
By Graham Elder and meeting concluded approximately 8.35 pm.
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For the period 1st January 2017 – 31st December 2017
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A copy of these documents, including the trustees report can all be downloaded from
blaydondistrict.org.uk/governance
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The proposed Executive Committee for 2018 is as follows:

Helen Laird
District Commissioner

Graham Elder
District Chairman

Sharon Carr
District Secretary

Daniel Minto
Youth Commissioner

Kit Carson
Group Scout Leader
(Blaydon)

Brian Stubbs
Group Scout Leader
(Chopwell)

Richard Connor
Group Scout Leader
(Ryton)

Peter Jensen
Group Scout Leader
(Crawcrook)

Nathan Lynn
Group Scout Leader
(Winlaton)

Simon Babb
Explorer Scout Leader

Colin Hurst
District Explorer Scout
Commissioner

David Below
District Scout Network
Commissioner

Jamie Ion
Media Manager

Sophie Scotland
18 – 25 Youth Member

Jack Harrison
18 – 25 Youth Member

We are always looking for new members to join our executive committee, especially parents and outside
members which will enable us to broaden the scout of our committee. During this section of the meeting we
will present and accept nominations for our current and new members.
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Delivered by Helen Laird, District Commissioner
2017 was another amazing year and with every leader’s continued determination, good
humour and commitment to providing excellent Scouting experiences, we managed to turn all
difficulties we encountered into positive outcomes.
To reflect on 2017 via our census figures taken on 31 st January this year. We have seen yet another
year of growth over all within our District.
2015 we had 295 young people
2016 we had 325 young people
2017 we had 347 young people an increase of 22 extra young people since last year and an increase
of 52 since 2015.
We have a good mix of male & female youth members throughout the sections within the District.
243 male and 104 female (30%)
2017 was a busy year for all of us, as usual! We are a busy District and offer a huge amount to the
young people we see every week. More than other Districts offer!
2017 provided us with a huge amount of District events and activities, all well attended.
Events we organised include:
Cub/ Beaver Winter Walk
District Swim
District Beaver Sleepover
St George’s Day Parade & Service
Scouts First Aid competition
Family Camp
Scouts Kirby Shield
Beavers Chopwell Woods activity evening
Cubs Chopwell Woods activity night
District Cub Camp
Pantomime visit
2017 also saw our Explorer Scouts winning County focused competitions for the first time. Well done
to those who took part in Monopoly Run and also Midnight madness.
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We have had some new people join us as new leaders across the District; Laura – Blaydon Beavers,
Rosie – Chopwell Beavers, Joe – Ryton Scouts. None of them are parents, just willing and interested
in getting involved.
Duncan Graham has taken the role of our District First Response trainer with support from Simon
Babb.
Howard continues within the role as ADC Scouts and continues to provide successful Scout
competitions each year.
Duncan continues in his role as ADC Adventurous Activities. He is a really useful first contact for
everyone wanting to embark on an adventurous activity.
All 5 Groups have excellent GSL’s and supporting teams in place.
Every Group has a functioning executive committee
An amazing network of Training Advisers supported by Clive, continue the good work; supporting new
adults and helping existing leaders complete their required training. Training of Leaders is a high
priority for everyone.
Regular wood badge validation days have proved a great success with 2 leaders completing their
wood badges through these days and many more having modules validated.
We continue our good relationships with many of our local councillors, MP and other organisations.
We have now established a partnership agreement with Gibside National Trust, allowing us unlimited
access to their property out of hours. We now need to work on a National Trust / Scout Association
badge.
My thanks go to every occasional helper, section assistant, section leader, GSL, ADC and all
members of executive committees within the District for your help and support, your time and
dedication over 2017, it’s you that make the magic happen and help, support our young
people. Without you all we would not be able to provide the high quality of Scouting that is on
offer in Blaydon.
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Congratulations to the following youth and adult members who have
achieved awards throughout 2017.
Chief Scout Bronze Award
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Oliver Charlton – Winlaton
Ethan Holmes – Winlaton
William Taylor – Winlaton
Elsie Graham – Blaydon
Oliver Hamilton – Blaydon
William Meikle – Blaydon
Zach Winter – Blaydon
Cole Henderson – Crawcrook
Conan Swinney – Crawcrook
Daniel Curry – Crawcrook
Jack Biggs – Crawcrook
Jack Lewis – Crawcrook
Jake Raad - Crawcrook

Chief Scout Silver Award
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Steven Short – Blaydon
Dan Horsley – Blaydon
Haydn Gibson – Blaydon
Charlie Cappleman – Blaydon
Finlay Forrest – Blaydon
Thomas Claydon – Ryton
Ben Lancaster – Ryton
James Thompson – Ryton
Matthew Jackson – Ryton
Nathan Sheard – Ryton
Thomas Towns – Ryton
Charlie Roddam – Winlaton
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Chief Scout Gold Award
• Finn Heughan – Explorer Scout
• Maddison Reid – Explorer Scout
• Matthew Heath – Explorer Scout

Chief Scout Platinum Award
• Bethany Frazer – Explorer Scout
• Anna Heath – Explorer Scout

Chief Scout Diamond Award
•
•
•
•

Robert Philipson – Explorer Scout
Peter Elder – Explorer Scout
Anna Heath – Explorer Scout
James Harrison – Explorer Scout

Duke of Edinburgh Bronze
• Bethany Frazer – Explorer Scout
• Andrew Laird – Explorer Scout
• George Sheard – Explorer Scout

Duke of Edinburgh Silver
•
•
•
•
•

Peter Elder – Explorer Scout
Anna Heath – Explorer Scout
Robert Phillipson – Explorer Scout
Cameron Straughan – Explorer Scout
Isaac Tarrant – Explorer Scout

Duke of Edinburgh Gold
• James Harrison – Explorer Scout

Young Leader Belt
• James Harrison – Explorer Scout
• Peter Elder – Explorer Scout
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